THE BEST HOLIDAY GIFT GUIDE IN THE WORLD
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1. NOEL Porcelain ornaments by Jorge Julián Aristizábal for Artware Editions. $75 for set of four at artwareeditions.com
2. SPORTY Jorg&Olif 3-speed Scout Citybike. $745 at jorgandolif.com
3. SNOWY Claw Money x K2 snowboard. $439.99 at k2snowboarding.com
4. CLASSIC Naomi Harris: America Swings. $500 at amazon.com

2. **COLLECTIBLE TOWELS** (top to bottom) Towels by Raymond Pettibon, Karen Kilimnik and Ed Ruscha produced by Art Production Fund and sponsored by Target. $50 each at target.com

3. **SWEET** Hermès book markers. $165 at Hermès boutiques.

4. **COLORFUL** Home Candy set of four mixing bowls. $24 at homecandyinc.com

5. **ANIMAL** Beaded animal by Monkeybiz. $140 at ABC Carpet & Home, 888 Broadway, New York.

6. **KITTY-NIP** Scratch Lounge catnip tin can. $5.99 at scratchlounge.com

7. **DOGGY LUXE** Louis Vuitton dog bag. $1,610 at louisvuitton.com